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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

A significant number of people in the UK live on a very
low income and struggle to make ends meet. Improving
their financial resilience in the long-term can alleviate their
situation as well as positively impact societal cohesion and
government spending. One approach to doing so is to
support them in their financial capability by providing the
right tools to keep track, plan their finances and build up a
financial safety net. This project aimed to identify tools that
have the potential to provide such a support and comprised
three stages. Firstly, the landscape of currently available
smartphone applications was evaluated and assessed for
their suitability and effectiveness. Secondly, a qualitative
study explored the behaviour the target population engages
in when dealing with their finances and associated
emotions. Lastly, an ideation process arrived at a design
concept that holds the potential to support individuals on
low income and improve their financial resilience in the
long term. This concept was proposed to the Lambeth
London Borough Council as an innovative intervention as
part of their 2016 – 2019 Financial Resilience Strategy.

Poverty in the UK has been rising steadily over the past
decade and is to a large extent caused by increasing living
costs while income stagnates and low-paid jobs have
become more prevalent [1]. This development is
particularly marked in London, where now an estimated
21% of inhabitants are in low-paid employment and 27% of
citizens live below the poverty line as defined by the
Department For Work and Pensions [1]. This also affects
the very basics such as the ability to buy food, with most
recent numbers showing that more than 100,000 people in
the capital used a food bank in 2014 [40] and almost
600,000 children are at risk of hunger during the holidays
when they do not receive school dinners [38].
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The effects of poverty are complex and concern the
individual as well as society as a whole [23]. Impoverished
individuals suffer from lower general health and well-being
and are socially excluded from recreational activities that
require financial resources [1]. Societal cohesion is
negatively affected by the resulting lack of engagement of
this part of society, which has a corrosive effect [1].
Furthermore, children raised in impoverished households
tend to achieve lower academic grades and are on average
less well educated than their peers with higher socioeconomic backgrounds [23], perpetuating division of
society.
Therefore, poverty in the UK is an issue of societal
proportion. One approach to improving the situation is
supporting the population to become more financially
resilient. This can be achieved by increasing the resources
people have available or by improving their financial
capability: their aptitude in managing and planning their
finances to make them more resilient to unexpected
expenditures. Improving financial capability is of particular
importance as – paradoxically - people on low income often
have higher costs related to their finances than high-income
individuals, further exacerbating their situation and often
resulting in a vicious circle of debt [23,41]. Due to a higher
income variability and an absence of savings they are more
likely to pay overdraft fees for their bank accounts, and
often do not have access to favourable interest rate loans
due to lacking or poor credit histories. The use of
extortionately expensive payday loans (up to 1,424% APR)

is often their only alternative to respond to unexpected
expenses, resulting in even higher financial strain in the
future [23].
In the London Borough Of Lambeth alone approximately
87,000 out of 318,000 people live in relative poverty,
making it one of the most deprived places in England [10].
In order to improve the financial resilience of its residents,
the Lambeth London Borough Council (LC) has made it
a priority of its 2016-2019 Financial Resilience Strategy [9]
to improve inhabitants’ financial capability. Among other
goals, the council aims to ensure that “People can plan and
manage their finances” and “reduce levels of problematic
debt”. One way of working towards these goals is to
provide tools that support people in managing their money
so they can make the most of it. The aim of this project is to
identify technological support for individuals on low
income and comprised three stages. Firstly, in order to gain
an understanding of currently available tools a review of
relevant smartphone applications (apps) was performed.
Secondly, a qualitative study of financial management
behaviour of individuals on a low income was conducted to
identify potential for technological intervention. Thirdly, in
an ideation phase a design concept for an intervention to
support the target population was developed.
2. BACKGROUND

This chapter discusses theories and research relevant to the
project. First, financial resilience and the role of financial
capability will be discussed. Following this, the role and
potential of technology is outlined and, lastly relevant
previous research summarised.
2.1 Financial resilience and financial capability

Initially dubbed financial literacy, the term financial
capability can be described as the degree to which an
individual has “the ability to make informed judgements
and take effective decisions regarding the use and
management of money” [27]. The concept can be further
defined by breaking it down into four domains: (1)
Managing money by making ends meet, keeping track of
their finances and planning for predictable future expenses;
(2) Planning ahead by having some provision to cover a
loss of income, being able to meet a major expense without
borrowing, making provision for anticipated major
expenses and making adequate provision for their
retirement; (3) Choosing products by shopping around to
get the best value financial products, taking steps to ensure
they get the products that were most suitable for them and
making sure they understand the “fine print”; (4) Staying
informed of likely impacts on their finances, knowing key
features of the products they hold and being able and
willing to deal with problems or complaints should they
arise [3].

These skills are vital to being able to deal with unexpected
changes in financial situations or changes in the economy
like a major recession [12]. Therefore, being financially
capable is vital to an individual’s financial resilience. The
lower the income, the higher the importance of a high level
of financial capability as financial safety nets in the form of
savings or affordable credit are less likely to cushion the
impact of financial adversity. People that earn just about
enough to pay for the essentials can least afford to be fined
for a late payment or overdraft, as this might threaten their
mortgage or rent payment.
Underlying the skills that make someone financially
capable is having access to the right information to create
awareness and support decision-making. Therefore,
improving the information that is readily available could be
one way to foster financial capability. Designing the right
tools that support people’s own strategies and encourage the
development of new ones could further improve financial
resilience in the long term.
2.2 The role of technology

The role of technology in personal finances is paradoxical.
On the one hand it complicates our everyday dealings with
money due to the rise of digital currency causing a more
abstract concept of spending, which affects spending
behaviour. Research indicates that people consistently tend
to spend more money when making payments by card (e.g.
debit card) than by cash and are willing to pay more on
average for a given item [21].
On the other hand, technology clearly carries significant
potential to assist people in managing their finances. The
majority of the UK adult population (71%) carries a
smartphone with them at all times [28]. Furthermore, digital
spending also creates rich data that can form the basis of
information technology in support of financial decisionmaking.
Technological tools such as budgeting and personal finance
apps are becoming increasingly available. However,
previous research suggests they do not yet provide the
functionality that is needed to support the often
sophisticated strategies that people on low income apply to
manage their finances [41]. The use of smartphone apps to
record spending was found to be very low and was often
only used for a short time period [17, 28, 34]. This indicates
that current technology might not be compatible with users’
established strategies or habits, and highlights the need for a
more user-centred approach in designing financial tools.
2.3 Related Research

This section provides an overview of relevant previous
work on payment methods, cash and the role of physicality
as well as financial tracking behaviour and strategies
employed by those on low income.

2.3.1 Payment methods and physicality

Research has found that the payment method can affect
spending behaviour. A tendency to spend more when using
smartcards (e.g. debit cards) can cause overspending.
Possible explanations for this is a reduced transparency of
smartcard transactions [21]. During a transaction cash needs
to be physically handled and counted in order to make a
payment, which increases the saliency and awareness of
spending [35]. Additionally, paying by card leads to a
decoupling between the action of paying for an item and
actually parting with the money [32]. This causes a
difference in transparency between the two payment
methods, which leads to higher spending. The findings are
particularly interesting in light of studies that indicate that
physicality of artefacts are important to make people feel
more in control of their finances. Participants on low
income preferred cash to bank savings because it can be
hidden and serves as a tangible representation of progress in
saving [41] while physical budgeting provided awareness
through visibility [34]. Snow and Vyas [34] report how one
family uses envelopes and cash to divide their money into
ring-fenced categories, a system they used successfully for
decades.
2.3.2 Cash as memory

Some researchers argue that the advantage of cash goes
even further than that of high transparency and actually
functions as a form of memory. It readily allows
determining remaining budget and how much has been
spent with a simple look into one’s wallet. In this function it
represents a powerful tool to monitor liquidity [19].
Therefore, instead of having to keep mental track of a
spending record or relying on information that is not always
readily available (e.g. bank statements), the cash serves as a
reminder of how much money is left for a given period. It
could be argued that successful, well-established budgeting
advice such as the CAP Money Course [30] are based on
cash for that reason. Furthermore, a number of surveys in
other European countries have found that respondents value
cash mainly because it helps them to stay on budget (e.g.
Netherlands, Austria and Germany) [15, 16, 21]. Therefore,
cash and features using cash are likely to play a vital role in
the financial management of people on low income.
2.3.3 Financial tracking behaviour

Central to a high level of financial capability on a low
income is keeping track of spending [3]. A wide variety of
tracking behaviours and tools have been documented by
research [17, 35]. They range from simple notes to complex
paper index card systems, ledgers and digital systems such
as spreadsheets. However, most common is relying on no
tracking at all and rather checking balances periodically
while “keeping track” mentally [17, 35]. Of particular note
is that the use of some form of tool to keep track was found
to be more prevalent in older participants and those on low
income [10, 34]. Moreover, only a small proportion of

participants in existing research made use of smartphone
apps for the purpose of keeping track of their finances [17,
34, 35].
2.3.4 Social dimension

In the case of couples and families, the social aspect of
personal finances needs to be considered. Emphases for
these dimensions are communication, joint decision-making
on financial issues and a degree of division of tasks/labour.
Research found that one person was often in charge of
keeping track of the finances of the family, commonly with
intricate and even artful systems of logging and
communicating financial status within the family [42]. Here
also a predominant use of physical artefacts was found,
enabling a co-operative management of finances within
homes. The way in which families manage their finances is
also a reflection of the family culture, their values,
relationships and routines [42].
2.3.5 Financial strategies on a low income

Vines, Dunphy, and Monk [41] discovered sophisticated
practices in stark contrast to the common belief that people
on low income are not capable of managing their finances
[23]. A significant proportion of participants’ lives were
spent thinking about their finances, defining priorities,
categorising or designating their resources. Intricate records
of spending were kept in a trusted medium (digital and
physical) to then periodically check it against bank account
balances. These records were also used to communicate
balances to family members and often guided spending
behaviour of an entire family. Others checked their bank
accounts online every day to stay aware of how much
money they had left. Participants of the study used
technology to varying degrees, with some declaring they
could not live without online banking, whilst others
mistrusted it entirely and refused to use it. This rejection
was related to fears of fraud as well as other people’s
awareness of their financial situation - for instance that it
could be held against them in the future if someone wanted
money from them or they need a loan. The overriding
theme of Vines et al.’s [41] findings was confidence
through awareness: due to a lack of confidence in their
financial situation, people felt vulnerable to unexpected
expenses and therefore felt a strong need to be aware of
how much money they had left and what expenses were due
in the near future. The clearer the representation of both,
the more confident the participants seemed to be in their
managing capabilities. Those that had clear, physical
representations of their accounts (e.g. jars, notebooks,
spread sheets) around their home were the most confident
[41].

2.4 Summary and research methodology

With a considerable proportion of the UK population in
precarious financial situations, supporting them in their
financial activities carries the potential to have a significant
positive impact on many lives. This can be achieved by
improving people’s financial resilience either by increasing
their resources or making them more financially capable
[3]. Research on interventions in this area is limited to date,
despite technology having the potential to enhance
activities that make individuals more financially capable.
The field is complicated by findings that personal finance
apps are not widely used [17, 28, 34] and studies on
payment methods and the role of cash suggesting that the
rise of digital currency could be detrimental to managing
personal finances [16, 18]. There has been limited research
into the use of technology by individuals on low income,
which has identified a strong tendency towards physical
tools for organizing their finances [41].
This project aimed to identify means of improving the
financial capability of people on low income with
technology and followed three stages. The first is a review
of currently available smartphone personal finance apps in
order to assess what technological support is currently
available. The second stage comprises an exploratory,
qualitative study to form an understanding of how lowincome individuals manage and feel about their finances.
Thirdly, the previous stages inform an the development of a
design that is grounded in their inherent practices and
supports strategies they already employ.
This paper contributes to the current state of knowledge in
two ways. Firstly, the landscape of personal finance apps is
investigated and their design assessed for suitability to
support users in their financial activity. This represents the
first study of this kind. Secondly, common financial
practice of individuals below the poverty line are
investigated and common themes formulated; enabling
more appropriate designs of technology for this population
in order to potentially alleviate the effects of their
precarious financial situation. To the author’s knowledge,
no such work has previously been conducted within the
HCI body of research. The results are also presented to
Lambeth Council in order to inform its Financial Resilience
Strategy and point to new directions for support of
Lambeth’s inhabitants.
3. STUDY I: SMARTPHONE APPLICATION REVIEW

There are currently a large number of smartphone apps on
the market that are presented as personal finance or
budgeting apps. The apps are designed to support users in
their financial activities and therefore make them more “in
control” and financially capable. However, their
effectiveness in doing so and the quality in the support they
lend have not been evaluated to date. This is of particular
significance in light of previous research, which suggests

that, despite a plethora of such apps being offered on the
market, few people make use of them [17, 34]. This was
found for the general population [20] as well as people on
low income [41]. Therefore, the first stage of this project
was to review the most popular of these apps to assess their
functionalities and review user feedback.
The research questions for the app review are, therefore:
Firstly, do the functions of currently available apps carry
the potential to support people in their financial capability?
Secondly, why are so few people of the general public
using personal finance apps? And thirdly, how does the
functionality of current apps relate to design
recommendations made by prior work? Comparing current
designs against these suggestions could shed light on their
usefulness as well as further develop the grounds for
understanding the low uptake of apps (i.e. a mismatch with
design guidelines). To enable an informed evaluation of
these questions the features of currently available apps were
assessed and the content of user reviews analysed.
The review method was inspired by Stawarz et al.’s [37]
two-part review of medication reminder apps available on
the Apple App Store [17] and Google Play Store [14].
Stawarz et al. [37] reviewed apps’ functionalities with
regards to how they support users in medication adherence
and defined distinct types of apps based on core functions.
In a further analysis of user app reviews their perception of
apps and desired functions were investigated. The current
study followed this two stage approach but also included
iOS user reviews and discussed app design in relation to
recommendations made by prior research [41]. The
reviewed apps are targeted at the general population, rather
than specifically at users on a low income.
3.1 App Functionality Review
3.1.1 Method of functionality review

Only apps from the Apple App Store [17] and Google Play
Store [14] were included in the analysis, as iOS and
Android smartphones comprise 90% of the UK market in
2015 [28]. The apps for analysis were selected using the
daily rankings (10th August 2016) on the e-business
intelligence website AppAnnie.com [2], which provides
accessible statistics for both app stores. The scope for
analysis was first set as the highest-ranking 250 paid and
free apps in the “Finance” section of each store, which were
searched item-by-item to identify apps that claim to support
the user in budgeting and saving money by organising their
finances. The majority of these apps were presented as
“budgeting app” or “spending tracker”. Due to a focus on
personal finance management, apps with single functions
such as receipt scanners that merely enable the user to
collect pictures of their receipts and saving trackers that
provide progress on a savings goal were excluded from the
study as they only provide limited functionalities that are

unlikely to significantly improve an individual’s financial
capability. Similarly, apps that only functioned in
conjunction with a more elaborate web service running on
desktop and app platforms were also excluded. Therefore,
the reviewed apps supported individuals’ finances with
more than one function but were smartphone based only.
Apps that were present in the top 250 as a “lite” and “pro”
version were reviewed for their differences and the pro
versions were excluded if they did not have any significant
additional functions. Most pro versions were therefore
excluded as a payment often merely removed adverts from
the apps. Moreover, apps that are available on both
operating systems with the same functions were only
included once. This process resulted in a total of 65 apps
included in the review (29 Android and 36 iOS).
A review of the 10 most highly ranked apps showed an
initial list of features, which formed the basis of the
functionality review. For the review process, free of charge
apps (29 items) were installed and tested by adding
expenses and investigating each screen and options. Paid
apps on the other hand (36 items) were reviewed by their
description, screenshots, store videos and free versions,
which were frequently available and included a description
of added functions with an upgrade to the pro version.
Therefore, a relatively accurate review of the functions they
offer was possible.
3.1.2 Findings of functionality review

This review resulted in a list of 39 distinct functions, of
which the most common 27 are detailed by frequency in
Table 1. All but one app required the user to input any
money they spend manually (that one could be connected to
a bank account), which forms the basis of these types of
apps. The user needs to manually input income and
expenses in order for the apps to provide a range of
calculations of remaining funds and visualisations of past
spending. Almost all reviewed apps included the function
of calculating a balance from some form of custom income
versus expenditure (98%) and allowed categorisation of
expenses (94%) in order to review spending by purpose
(e.g. groceries, insurance etc.). However, only 27%
included a breakdown of expenses into further
subcategories (e.g. insurance into car insurance and
household insurance).
Customisation

A proportion of 75% allowed income to be sorted into
multiple “wallets” or accounts, reflecting actual bank
accounts and cash. These reflect an actual divide in where
the user currently stores their money. For instance, if the
user has three bank accounts and cash in their wallet, these
could be created in the app, allowing for an accurate
representation of where funds are located. Similarly, the
majority of apps permitted the creation of user-created
spending categories (88%). That is, the user is able to create

a spending category that is not a default in the app, and can
allocate expenses to that category. These two customisation
functions allow the user to represent their income and
expenses in a more accurate manner.
Expenditure entries could also be customized and details
added with a third of apps letting users attach photos (31%)
and the majority allowing notes to be made (69%). These
functions are aimed to give users the opportunity to have a
more detailed record of their spending. Surprisingly, less
than half (37%) featured custom financial cycles and
organised information by month or week, which is of note
because it is common not be paid on the first or last day of a
month. Not being able to customise to their income cycle
might mean that calculations made by the app are not
entirely accurate for the user, making it more difficult to
keep track of their finances.
Presentation of data

In terms of visual presentation less than a quarter of apps
(23%) included a calendar view of expenses, which aids
planning ahead. Most apps presented spending history
visually (85%) with pie charts for set time periods
(dependent on customisability) and line graphs for
development over time. Of the apps with budget settings
(60%), the majority allowed setting a budget by spending
categories (88%). These purpose-bind a certain amount of a
defined budget (e.g. eating out) and are then calculated
against expenses in that category, informing the user how
much money they have left dedicated to that purpose for the
remaining financial cycle. Budget status of each category
was usually visualised and often a detailed “amount-perday” style overview for the remainder of the financial cycle
provided (97%).
Ease of use

There were a number of features to improve ease-of-use
with 35% including widgets for displaying balances outside
of the app and quickly adding an expense (all Android
based). These can be displayed on a section of the home
screen and allow immediate input without the need to open
the app, similar to a dashboard. Interestingly, many app
descriptions stated that synchronisation between devices
was intentionally excluded due to privacy of sensitive
financial data, whilst about half included it and presented it
as a function of high value for multi-device use and sharing
information with family members (54%). As previously
mentioned, all input is manual and therefore keeping
records up to date is vital for accurate functionality. Despite
this, only 12% included a reminder feature, which could be
set to any time of day. Some apps took the approach to
make data entry easier by allowing templates to be set up
for frequent expenses (17%). In terms of budget tracking,
only a minority would alert the user if they reached a
certain percentage of the dedicated amount or were
overspending (19%).

Advanced functions

The more sophisticated apps allowed recurrent transactions
to be set up (56%). For example, a utility bill could be
added and set to always automatically be deducted from the
total on a certain date. However, only a minority used these
to calculate disposable income by means of a projected
balance (17%). This is a significant function as it provides
users with a clear overview of their month and support in
planning their financial cycle, something that the rest of the
apps do not support. Merely 6% enabled users to share their
data with another person, which is surprising considering
that many apps are presented as “home budget” tools for
families. For users that deal with multiple currencies or
travel often 27% supported the input of multiple currencies.
3.1.3 Types of apps by functionality

Another finding that emerged from the data is the
distinction between three types of apps that support the user
to different extents with three core domains that define
financial capability: Managing money (making ends meet,
keep track of their finances, plan for predictable future
expenses), planning ahead (making provision for loss of
income, making provision for anticipated major expenses)
and staying informed of potential impacts on finances [3].

than that of budget trackers as the user is provided with a
full overview of their finances. The majority of money
managers also allow the setup of recurrent transactions,
often with a reminder function. Fixed expenditure can
therefore be better monitored and a degree of forward
planning is supported. The largest category of the reviewed
apps comprised money manager apps (44%).
Money planners (MP):

Apps in this category include functions of money managers
but also additional features that allow a more active forward
planning. Recurrent transactions are used to calculate a
projected balance - what money is actually at the disposal
of the user until the end of their financial cycle. Therefore,
expenses are not merely accounted for as and when they
happen but the user is made more aware of future
expenditure likely to impact their finances and is actively
supported in planning. This type of app represented the
smallest group of apps (17%).

% of Applications

Budget trackers (BT):

98%
94%
88%

Custom spending categories

85%

Visualisation (graphs & line bars)
Multiple accounts

75%
69%

Expenditure note
Budget setting

60%
58%

Detailed budget monitoring (£/
Function category

Budget trackers are apps that merely allow defining a
budget or income and deduct any expenditure the user
inputs. One income or budget is set against spending, which
is categorised by purpose and offset against dedicated
budgets for certain, usually customisable categories. The
user can therefore set a budget and monitor whether they
are overspending on a certain category. Budget trackers are
mainly backward-looking and support the user by visually
presenting often customisable spending categories. They
enable a certain degree of money management by allowing
the user to keep track of spending, how much money they
have at present and what they have spent their money on.
However, these functions do not actively support planning
ahead or staying informed of possible future impacts on
their finances. A large portion of the reviewed apps were of
this type (38%).

Expense input
Spending by category

Recurring transactions

56%
54%

Multiple device sync

52%

Budget by category
Summary by time period

44%

Custom budget categories

44%

Custom financial cycle

37%

Balance widget

35%

Quick add widget

35%

Bill reminders

33%
31%

Include photo with expenditure

Money managers (MM):

The major difference to the functionality of budget trackers
is that MM apps include features that allow a full
representation of the user’s current finances: different
accounts (i.e. cash, current, savings) and incomes can be
added (i.e. salary, benefits, interest on savings). Budgets are
defined within this system and thus constitute a separate
layer within the representation rather than all the income. In
BT apps, budgets represent the entire income and all
expenses are offset against it, without defining accounts and
income from several sources. The extent to which MM apps
support keeping track of one’s finances is therefore greater

Multiple currency support

27%
27%

Spending subcategories
Calendar view
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Budget alert
Input templates

17%

Projected balance
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Budget rollover
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Input reminder
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Figure 1: Frequency of functions in smartphone personal
finance apps (N = 65)

3.2 User app review analysis

“It's wonderful that you can control all your accounts!”
3.2.1 Method of review analysis

Of the 65 apps reviewed for functionality, the 5 apps with
the most user reviews of each type of app (budget trackers,
money managers and money planners) were included in this
part of the study, resulting in 15 apps. For each app the
most recent 20 favourable and 20 critical reviews were
included in the analysis in order to gain a balanced insight
into what users liked and what they disliked. If there were
less than 20 reviews of any type, all reviews were included.
Again, the AppAnnie.com service provided the reviews [2]
extracted from the app stores and allowed sorting into
critical and favourable. This selection process resulted in a
total of 508 analysed reviews from both Android and iOS.
Reviews were analysed using Atlas.ti and divided into
general statements of attitude towards the app (e.g. “Good
manager”) and actual mention of function. Only those
mentioning function were coded into comments of an
existing function or a request and by critical or favourable.
In order to capture differences between the types of apps,
coding was conducted separately for BT, MM and MP
apps. Comments on bugs and reliability of apps were also
excluded as the intended design and not its implementation
were assessed.
3.2.2 Results of review analysis

General sentiment of all reviews mentioning functions
revealed some distinct themes important to users: recurring
transactions, detailed organisation of data, simplicity and
customisability. The most praised and requested feature was
recurring transactions, with users stating that it would make
their planning easier. This is in line with the findings of the
functionality review, which showed that only 56% of apps
provide this function. Interestingly, projected balances,
which build on recurring transactions but provide a better
basis for planning, was not as common a theme.
“Needs to be an option to setup automatic
deductions/additions at regular intervals (e.g. every three
days, everyday, monthly, weekly) for things like
memberships, Rent, Salary, subscriptions.”
Generally, users expected detailed organisation and
customisability. An often-requested function is the creation
of user-defined spending categories. This is not surprising
as the functionality review showed that merely 42% of apps
enable this and it supports the notion that the function is
important for budgeting. Users praised being able to
organise their balance into separate accounts representing
their actual finances and budgeting was expected to be
possible across separate categories.
“I would like to be able to customise the categories and the
budget timeline.”

Another theme that emerged from the data was users’
preference for simplicity, with apps that were overly
complicated being criticised. This was true for functions
such as reports but also the user interface and report
functions were expected to be simple and clean.
“They put so many statistical feelings in the app.... it seems
more like a financial statement of an MNC [Multinational
Corporation] and less like a personal expense manager”
Users’ attitudes towards synchronization features were
mixed, with some criticising their absence while others
requested them. Criticisms were made on the grounds of
privacy and convenience of using the apps on more than
one device, or the ability to share with a partner, which was
the main argument in favour of the function. This reflects
the findings of the functionality review, which showed that
apps include or exclude synchronization for the same
reasons. The population seems to be evenly split on this
function.
Differences between types of apps

Whilst simplicity was a theme throughout the reviews, it
was – perhaps unsurprisingly – most praised in BT apps.
However, BT apps were also more criticised for their lack
of more sophisticated features such as recurring
transactions and a customisable financial cycle. A strong
theme within MM reviews was sync functions, mostly
requested but also praised for reliability and speed. MM
apps were also criticised for not including functions such as
recurring expenses. The MP apps on the other hand were
praised for those functions and received specific praise for
forecasting projected balances and the handling of multiple
accounts. Overall, MP apps received the fewest critical
reviews and BT the most. This indicates that MP apps
represent more sophisticated personal finance apps and
provide the best currently available support in financial
planning.
3.3 Discussion of personal finance app review

This review set out to examine the offering of personal
finance apps currently available in order to fill a gap in our
knowledge of current technological support. Financial
capability is about being able to manage one’s money by
keeping track, planning ahead and staying informed about
personal finances [3]. Personal finance apps claim to be
able to support people in these activities. This review has
identified three distinct types within the landscape of
personal finance apps that fulfil this claim to different
degrees.

Certainly all reviewed apps provide the basic functionality
to allow monitoring of a set budget against expenditure,
which can help people to make ends meet by creating
awareness. However, there is significant variance in the
sophistication of features. Functions such as being able to
set recurring transactions and projecting a balance by the
end of a customisable financial cycle have greater potential
to support users in planning ahead. Therefore, apps
comprising these functions are more likely to improve
users’ financial capability. The set of functionalities
provided by personal finance apps ranges from relatively
simple record keeping tools (budget trackers), to platforms
that allow recording a full picture of an individual’s
finances (money manager) and those additionally actively
support financial planning (money planners).
The user reviews corroborate the need for more forward
planning, with BT apps being largely praised for their
simplicity only. Generally, users seek highly customisable
apps that allow planning for the future based on detailed
reports of past spending and awareness of future expenses.
This seems understandable as one’s finances and how
money is spent differs between users and requires a highly
flexible platform. The vast majority of apps provide a high
level of customisation when it comes to tracking one’s
finances.
In terms of past research, the findings are in line with Vines
et al.’s [41] main theme of confidence through awareness:
apps display a balance that is the result of income versus
spending. However, to what extent apps support the user in
finding the right budgets – rather than just setting them varies greatly and is generally low. A main
recommendation was the prioritisation of spending, which
was a feature in none of the reviewed apps. Prioritisation
should also provide the foundation for delaying certain
expenditures in order to maximise the use of money. A
function enabling this was also not present in any of the
reviewed apps. A further recommendation by Vines et al.
[41] is more often present in the functionality of current
apps: many enable the tracking of finances by means of
defining a budget and including recurring transactions in
the calculation. However, the combination of these, leading
to a better basis for actually planning the current financial
cycle by means of a forecasted balance is rare. The design
recommendation of hiding certain monies was only fulfilled
by two apps, which included the function to transfer funds
into a savings account that was not included in the overall
balance. Overall, the design of current apps and design
recommendations by past research differs significantly.
The review has not been able to directly shed light on why
so few people use financial management apps. However, it
is possible that the incongruence between design
recommendations based on prior research and the current
design of apps’ is an underlying cause of the low uptake. It
could simply be the case that they do not adequately

address users’ needs. Having said that, when one considers
the nature of the apps, a salient characteristic seems
important to the question: all apps require manual input of
expenses. This requires a significant amount of effort and
discipline, which might deter people from using the app in
the long-term. Moreover, manual input carries the risk of
inaccurate information, particularly if an entry is not made
right after the transaction. Therefore, one could argue that
this input mode is unsuitable in the long-term.
There is currently also a development towards fully-fledged
banks that operate on app basis only. Their offering
includes similar functions to the reviewed apps with the
addition of providing current accounts with debit cards that
instantly record spending on the app. Expenses are then
categorised and visually presented in ways similar to
budgeting apps. One clear advantage is that the payments
made by card are automatically added to the app, making
manual input unnecessary. Monese [24] and Monzo [25]
are two such services currently emerging. This is a
development worth observing due to its potential to
significantly influence the future of personal finance apps
and the way people bank in general.
Another area that needs further investigation is the needs
specific to low income individuals. It remains unclear
whether currently available apps are adequate for a
population on low income and whether the design
requirements differ between low income and general
population. The next chapter describes a qualitative study
of financial behaviour that further explores requirements
specific to individuals on a low income.
4. STUDY II: EXPLORATIVE INTERVIEWS

At this point of the project we have formed an
understanding of the current landscape of personal finance
apps and how they differ in support of users’ financial
capability. The next step was an exploratory study into the
current practice of financial activity of individuals on low
income and how they feel about their situation. The insight
gathered in this study will form the basis for developing an
intervention that is tailored to this population.
4.1 Method

The method loosely follows the approach taken by Vines et
al. [41] with alterations to suit the sample, context and
scope of the current project. Data was collected during
semi-structured interviews facilitated by a set of prompt
cards depicting common financial and related themes. The
data was coded following a Grounded Theory process to
produce an account of the sample’s financial management.
4.1.1 Participants

The sample consisted of 13 participants (6 female), with an
age range of 23 to 73 and 46 years average age. Most

participants (11) were recruited using opportunity sampling
at two Trussel Trust [40] food banks in Lambeth (Brixton
and Norwood), one via a local charity and one by means of
personal contacts of the researcher.
All participants were out of work and 12 received some
type of benefits (e.g. Job Seekers Allowance, Employment
and Support Allowance, Housing Benefit). The income of
12 participants was below the UK poverty line after
housing costs and one was slightly above but below the
Minimum Income Standard (MIS) for London, an income
level necessary to afford a socially acceptable living
standard according to public opinion [1]. Merely seven
participants (54%) owned a smartphone, ten were living in
a single household and three were cohabiting. The sample
also included three single households with children, all of
whom were female and two were raising their
grandchildren.

current study used the prompt cards to build a
representation of participants’ financial system and delved
deeper into the roles the items and concepts represented.
Therefore, the cards had a more central role in developing
an understanding of how people manage a low income.
Moreover, while Vines et al. [41] focussed directly on the
role of technology, the current study aimed to form an
understanding of the cognitive processes involved in their
finances prior to investigating the role of technology as part
of the processes. Thus, the interviews focussed primarily on
processes and only secondarily on tools. The role of each
card topic within the system was then ascertained and
discussed, leading to a deeper understanding of processes
and related tools. The interviewer asked which themes were
related in their financial activities and tested his
understanding by connecting the cards together (Figure 2).

4.1.2 Design

A total of 12 semi-structured interviews lasting 45 minutes
were conducted over a time period of four weeks, 11 with
single interviewees and one with a married couple. Ten
interviews took place at one of the food banks in Lambeth
and two at LC offices.
The researcher explained the interview process and the
motivation of the study. It was explicitly explained that the
conversation would be about their personal finances to
ensure they were aware of the topics and comfortable with
the questions during the interview. At the beginning of the
interview, participants filled in a short screening
questionnaire on basic demographics (age, gender, type of
household, income category, smartphone possession).
Interviewees were then asked to introduce themselves
briefly in order to gain some initial context of their
situation. The interview process involved a sorting task of
prompt cards depicting financial themes and tools (see table
1), which required participants to select those relevant to
their personal finances. This determined the scope of the
interview early on and helped overcome interviewees’
reluctance to introduce topics themselves - ensuring an
efficient use of the 45-minute interviews. At the end of the
card sorting task the interviewees were presented with a
blank card to fill in anything additional they felt was
missing from the depicted themes and tools [29].
A similar technique was also used by Vines et al. [41].
However, the role of the cards within the interview process
differed significantly as they used the cards in conjunction
with four questions: (1) something you could not live
without; (2) something you would get rid of; (3) something
you would change for the better; and (4) something you
should use more or be better at doing. Participants selected
one card for each of the questions and the semi-structured
interviews then focussed on those topics. In contrast, the

Figure 2: P8’s selected cards and how they are related.

In addition, the four questions used by Vines et al. [41]
were asked at the end of the interview to clearly determine
frustrations (something you would get rid of), essential
parts of the system (something you could not live without),
activities the participants would like to be better at or use
more (something you should use more or be better at doing)
and components they would generally like to improve
(something you would change for the better). Often these
were already discussed during the interview and the
questions functioned as a means to confirm understanding.
4.1.3 Material

The set of prompt cards were designed to facilitate drawing
an accurate representation of participants’ financial
systems. For this, the card topics used by Vines et al. [41]
representing financial tools (e.g. mobile banking, receipts),
payment methods (e.g. cash, debit card) and financial
activities (e.g. budgeting, recording spending) were
complemented with depictions of other influences on their

finances such as family and benefits. Other cards were
adapted to serve the objective of the current project, with
some added, excluded or modified. For example, a “Mobile
Banking” prompt was used instead of “Mobile Payments”
used by Vines et al. [41] to facilitate an investigation into
participants’ mobile banking habits. This is of importance
to assess and evaluate the appropriateness of the apps
reviewed in Study 1 as tools in support of the target
population. A “lifespan” card was also utilised to explore
practice development over the time and a benefits card to
quickly introduce the topic of the population's main income
and introduce factors such as the financial cycle of the
interviewee (e.g. fortnightly or monthly). The set of cards
were successfully tested in a pilot interview.

Card

Image

Type

Bank
Statements

Part of a generic bank statement

Tool

Benefits

A Job Centre Plus sign

Influence

Budgeting

Three envelopes with bank notes named
"Groceries", "Gas" and "Fun Money"

Activity

Cash

Coins of all type and two bank notes

Payment
method

Cheque

Someone signing a cheque of a well know Payment
UK bank
method

Credit
Cards

Hand holding six credit cards of all major
providers

Debit Card A generic Visa Debit Card

Payment
method
Payment
method

Debt

A figure carrying a red sign titled "DEBT" Influence

Direct
Debit

The Direct Debit logo

Family

A couple looking at bills with a calculator Influence

Internet
Banking

Someone using a laptop with bank card in
Tool
hand

Life Span

A clock and outline of person at all stages
Influence
of life

Mobile
banking

Someone using a smartphone

Tool

Pay Point

The Pay Point logo

Payment
method

Planning

A calendar with coins on certain days

Activity

Receipts

A box full of receipts

Tool

Recording
spending

Someone noting down numbers and a
calculator

Activity

Savings

A coin jar full of coins and some bank
notes

Influence

Payment
method

Table 1: Prompt card titles, the images they show and what
they represent.

The use of blank cards accommodated idiosyncrasies of
interviewees’ finances and facilitated the iteration of the
theory and its influence on the interview process. For
instance, after the first four interviews a prompt card for
“debt” was introduced as it played a role in interviewees’
finances [29]. Therefore, the prompt card set evolved with
data gathering and growing understanding of the people’s
personal finances.
4.1.4 Data analysis

Data analysis followed a Grounded Theory (GT) approach.
Grounded Theory is a traditionally highly inductive
methodology that facilitates building a theory that emerges
from the data. That is, the researcher does not start a project
with a preconceived theory seeking evidence for or against
it. Understanding rather emerges from the data by means of
a structured analytical process, with the product being a
theory that is grounded in data [8]. It is widely used in HCI
but often follows variations in methodology to its original
form due to practical constraints and the reality of no
researcher being a tabula rasa when starting a project [13].
It has become a flexible methodology for HCI’s modern
challenges and is practised in conjunction with extant
theories [13]. In the current study GT was influenced by the
concept of financial capability as well as knowledge of the
tools, influences and activities related to personal finances.
These were also present in the raw data as the interview
process facilitated prompt cards and reflected on the
analysis process from the very beginning.
Therefore, the current study followed a variation of GT
because data collection and analysis followed a phase of
extended literature review and was heavily influenced by
topics of personal finance and poverty. A narrow time
frame for the project and limited length of interviews
dictated the necessity of scope informed by extant theory
and predetermined themes, reflected in the use of the
prompt cards. Correspondingly, data analysis deviated from
the coding process originally prescribed [8]. Nonetheless,
the development of the theory was iterative; the theory
emerged from the data and grew within the preconceived
theoretical frame of financial capability. The following
outlines the process in detail.
Coding process

The data was analysed in sets with analysis taking place
after two, four, eight and 12 interviews. These represent the
iterations of the GT and again the process differs from a
traditional GT approach, by which the theory would be
reassessed after each data collection. Due to the nature of
data collection on three days a week this was not possible to
achieve in the given timeframe. Interview recordings were
transcribed verbatim and analysed using the Atlas.ti
qualitative data analysis tool. The coding process broadly
followed the stages of GT but evolved significantly with
less open coding of each new interview transcript as the

theory matured. As described above, growing
understanding arising from the interview data influenced
the cards as well as subsequent interview processes, which
in turn changed the scope of the collected data, leading to
progressively narrower coding.
Open coding

In the initial analysis stage, corresponding to open coding,
the data was coded line-by-line. At this stage a large
number of codes were concepts that were part of the
interview technique and represented as prompt cards (e.g.
cash) while others (e.g. priorities) were identified
inductively. Many of the concepts deriving from the
interview technique were actually relatively high-level
compared to those that emerged from the data. For instance,
the concept “budgeting” includes a large number of lowerlevel codes and at this point in the process was a high-level
concept that did not provide much clarity about processes
involved.
Axial coding

In the axial coding stage, the data coded as budgeting were
further broken down to represent the constituent processes
of the activity. This is a good example of how the different
stages were not clearly separate and the coding was a
mixture of top-down and bottom-up approaches: the topdown concept was broken down in a more inductive
manner. This stage also focussed on the relationships
between tools, processes and influences on the financial
system. A network view of all codes was important at this
stage to define context and causal conditions.

Selective coding

With a growing body of data and saturating theory, coding
became more selective and focussed on a number of
defined core categories. New insights at this stage were
related to the diverse private circumstances of the
participants but the way they managed their finances
showed recurring themes.
Memos and networks

The Atlas.ti tool provided a useful platform to make sense
of the data. The researcher made use of the memo function
of the software in order to summarise the situation and
views of each participant and to note insights arising during
coding. These helped foster a general understanding of the
participants’ situation and substantiated the first
connections between concepts.
The network view editor provided vital visual
representation of the codes and facilitated definition of their
relationships. These views underwent a number of iterations
as the theory matured and loosely relates to coding stages.
The first one was relatively simple and related to the first
round of analysis after two interviews. A second, very
populated view was created following the first 8 interviews.
It shows the majority of codes and their relationships but
does not yet take into account core categories (see Figure 3
for illustration). These are represented in the final network,
which provided the highest level of clarity (Figure 4).

Figure 3: For illustration of process - network view visualising the relationships between identified concepts.

Figure 4: Final network view illustrating key concepts and their relationships.
4.2 Findings

The data collected for this study provided a valuable insight
into the personal financial management of individuals on a
very low income. This allowed a description of how people
with few financial resources think about and manage their
money as well as how the situation makes feel. The main
themes are outlined below.
Budgeting by priority

Key to all participants’ financial activities was a simple but
rigid priority ranking of expenses. Fixed costs that ensure
standard of living such as rent and utilities are prioritised
and paid before the remaining money is budgeted and food
is often the least important on this list. In terms of utilities
water represents an exception as its supply cannot be
cancelled, which supports the notion that fixed costs are
only prioritised if they must be paid to secure their standard
of living. Money is allocated to the items of the list in
descending order, with the least important categories having
to be forfeit when there is less money in the system due to
an unexpected expenditure or loss of income. For the
majority of participants this was food (12 out of 13).
P1: The bills always come first.
P6: Everything has to come out before I can use what I’ve
got. If you understand, what’s left is mine to fiddle around
with. Those have to be paid first you know because you
can’t live if you’ve got no gas and electricity, no water
or…you know what I mean….no house over your head you
haven’t got anything.

Reducing cognitive load by paying fixed costs early

Related to the role of priorities is the use of tools to enforce
this process of budgeting by priority. A strong theme was
the instant payment of all expenses that can be paid on the
day income is received. All participants that used direct
debits to pay bills expressed that it is useful because it gets
payments done without them having to worry about it simply what funds are left are managed. This actually takes
the cognitive load of having to manage paying bills off the
individual. Participants that do not have a bank account and
therefore no option to use direct debit reported a similar
process. They used cash withdrawals from their Post Office
benefits account to immediately add credit to their prepaid
utilities for the entire financial cycle (usually a fortnight).
This “getting it out of the way” means that temptation is
lower to spend the resources on something other than what
is determined by their priority and it is easier to see what
they have left at their disposal. In this way it creates clarity
to pay off the expenses that are not flexible. P2 stated that
they are likely to not pay bills because they would spend
the money on other things and that direct debit helps them
to avoid this as it is taken out before anything else.
Similarly, P5 only saw what is left after bills as “being
theirs” to manage.
P2: That’s why I do the direct debits, less pressure on the
mind. It’s peace of mind.
P5: For me it’s taken out before I get my money so
therefore I know it’s paid before and what’s left is mine. It’s
the way that I work.

Figure 5: the vital role of rigid priorities and its main tools.

Cash is the preferred state of money

Most participants due to cognitive and emotional factors
prefer physical currency.
Cognitive aspect: countable and available

The most dominant reason stems from the advantages that
handling cash brings. Due to its physicality it is easier to
keep track of and also to divert small amounts into some
form of savings. Participants therefore preferred keeping
their money physically close to them in the form of cash as
it makes them feel more in control. Those that did not
prefer cash stated that they did not prefer it because it
requires more discipline to spend by plan and that they did
not have the necessary self-control.
P4: Cash is king. I don’t like using all of the debit cards
and things because you can fall into a trap. If you go to the
wrong machine, it’ll tell you you’ve got £10 but you might
not have £10 in your account because of the slowness of the
information they share. So that can lead you into an
unauthorised overdraft. Cash is king.
Emotional aspect: distrust towards banks

A strong influence on participants’ preference for cash was
attitude towards banks. The majority of participants voiced
some form of distrust caused by experiences of being
charged for overdrawing their bank accounts inadvertently
due to inaccurate balance information and money simply
"disappearing" out of their accounts. Especially because of
their lack of reserves people feel vulnerable to charges and
fees incurred by banks or amounts that could be taken out
by creditor. This further supported the dominance of cash as
people feel that it is safer when their money is “with them”.
P8: Yeah, cash into a jar. Everything in cash, I do not do
online banking or like all that lot. Because I don’t trust it.
So we put cash in there.

Paying bills by holding money back

Most participants needed to pay some form of monthly bills
whilst their income was on a fortnightly basis. This meant
that, in order to keep a balanced budget for each week,
participants had to designate some money towards the
monthly bill out their fortnightly incomings. This aspect of
planning was dominated by putting the money in an as
inaccessible place as possible so it is not available to spend
on other needs. This was achieved by participants that
relied mostly on cash by keeping it in their bank or post
office accounts, which meant they had to go to some length
to withdraw it, or storing it in a specified out-of-the-way jar
in their home.
P7: When we get paid 230…one time we get paid I leave 25
in the account for the landlord, and leave an extra 5er for
the TV and that lot. And then when we get paid again I
always leave an extra 30 in so for every month that’ll be 60
quid in the accounts – 50 to pay the landlord and 10 for the
council.
Use of jars

The use of jars was prevalent within the population. This is
related to the preferred use of cash and a desire to create a
form of financial cushion by putting money aside. Jars are
used for short- to mid-term saving as well as to hold a
simple “float”. The float functions as a holding for cash for
daily spending and is usually near empty at the end of a
financial cycle.
Distressed by lack of financial safety net

Due to the fact that all participants lacked any form of
savings any unexpected expenditure needs to be borrowed
(family or debt) or taken out of their monthly budget, which
often means cutting down on food spending. This causes a
general feeling of distress and many participants were
making an effort to “hold money back”, either in their
account (bank or post office) or in a cash jar.

Can only be improved by more money

When asked what they would improve about how they
manage their finances, most participants surprisingly stated
they are satisfied despite experiencing financial hardship.
Other than learning how to use some tools better and
getting a bank account almost all participants expressed that
the only way to improve their situation would be to increase
their financial resources – the money they have available.
Then they would be able to “put some away” or afford
some social activities.
P9: There could be a better system but it works for us
[laughs].
Embarrassment of using food banks

All 11 participants interviewed in food banks were there
due to some unforeseen circumstance that brought them
into a precarious situation. Most of those expressed some
form of embarrassment for having to rely on the charity of
others. Making the decision to come to the food bank
caused some participants distress.
4.3 Discussion

One of the strongest themes for this study’s population is
the importance of cash: participants preferred cash due to
its tangibility that results in more control over their finances
by a means of a higher awareness and makes them feel
more financially secure. This is in accordance with findings
of previous research. Soman [35] theorised that cash
payments had a higher transparency than digital payments
via smartcards. It could be argued that current results
suggest that this transparency translates into holding money
as well. This could be related to cash serving as a memory
that supports monitoring liquidity [19]. The risks associated
with their precarious financial situation necessitate a higher
awareness and the attributes of cash provide this. The
strong use of jars and other physical containers go hand in
hand with this and emphasise the importance of physicality
as well as a strong awareness of remaining resources for
this population.
The significance of physicality is in line with Vines et al.’s
[41] findings and supports the notion of confidence through
awareness. Further similarities to previous research [41] are
a strong influence of priorities and the need for participants
to negotiate these, although in the current study they were
more rigid and had a more central role. Similarly, some
participants of the current study categorised and held back
money for bills coming out later in the financial cycle.
However, most participants had prepaid utility facilities and
charged these as soon as they received their income.
Although Vines et al.’s [41] design recommendation of
hiding would be valid for the current population, this is not
due to wanting to hide their financial record. Despite a
climate of distrust towards banks and other institutions in
the current population, the tendency to withdraw cash was

not motivated by privacy concerns but the fear of money
“disappearing” out of the account. One could argue that the
concerns of the population were motivated by a more
precarious financial situation, as a loss of money would
have more severe consequences for them.
A great difference in findings between the current and
previous studies is that of record keeping [41]. The current
study only found one instance of record keeping and this
was related to the professional past of the participant. They
also only kept simple calculations deducting bills from their
income in order to determine the amount they had at their
disposal. In contrast, the majority of participants relied on
rigid priorities and cash for keeping track and followed
strong routines in their grocery shopping, which was the
main expenditure after bills. The design directions
suggested by Vines et al. [41] for planning and watching
are therefore not valid for the current population.
Participants of the current study were aware of how much
they had available by paying anything essential swiftly and
keeping cash in close proximity and therefore safe. Again,
due to their very limited resources there seemed to be no
need for elaborate recordings, calculations or
categorisation. The one participant that kept notes of his
fixed monthly outgoing used to record all expenses but
ceased doing so because it was “always the same”.
Nonetheless, the overarching theme of Vines et al. [41]
study of confidence through awareness is in line with the
findings of the current study. The differences lie in the
mechanisms to achieve this awareness: the current sample
used rigid prioritisation to pay their fixed costs and made
use of cash’s physical attributes for higher awareness.
In terms of the sample’s emotional state, distress and
embarrassment were common. The researcher has had an
insight into the interviewees’ situations and the distress they
experience due to the lack of a financial safety net and the
vulnerability this brings. Many also felt ashamed because
they needed to rely on the kindness of other to feed them –
and in some cases - their children. However, considering
their situation this does not come as a surprise. Because of
the intensity of their situation their state of mind needs to be
taken into account when designing any type of support.
Perhaps the most striking finding is the simplistic
description of the sample’s financial system, especially in
the light of previous research that discovered elaborate tools
to keep track of and manage finances [36, 37]. However,
one needs to consider that, having set out to interview a
population on a low income, opportunity sampling at food
banks resulted in interviewing individuals on an extremely
low income. Participants stating that they aim to have one
“decent meal a day” and their at times desperate situation
leading them to seek emergency food parcels highlight this.
Taking the income of the population into account, this
finding seems more plausible. Money is a resource that is
allocated to purposes by all of us on a daily basis. The

process of these decisions is how we manage our money
and follows certain patterns that make up what can be
described as a system. This study’s sample simply has no
great decisions to make, no investments, no amounts to
save long-term or to put aside for the next holiday - a large
proportion of the sample did not even have a bank account.
Therefore, the system is not populated with any resources
and, in the situations that were analysed, functions on the
very minimum, resulting in a simplistic description. From a
theoretical point of view one can argue that this means they
have a low margin of manoeuvre in terms of their finances.
That is, they have no noteworthy resources to adjust their
systems in order to accommodate any contingencies, nor
are they able to plan ahead by allocating resources to
anything other than the bare essentials [6, 38].
One can now see the similarities between how people on
relatively low income manage their finances as reported by
Vines and colleagues and the extremely low-income
population of this study: there is a need for awareness that
creates confidence in their finances. However, there is a
significant difference between the two populations.
Physicality seems to be more important for individuals on
an extremely low income and this manifests itself in the
strong use of cash and jars. One could argue that the fewer
the financial resources, the lower the margin of manoeuvre
and the more important the transparency and memory
function of cash. This also is in line with the distress
experienced by this population, which showed stronger
need to keep their money close and therefore under their
control.
This represents a strong contribution of the current project
and the implications for the design of any technological aid
to support the current population are significant. With little
room to manoeuvre there is little room for improvement
and space for a meaningful intervention and a physical
rather than digital approach is more likely to be
advantageous. The consequences for design will be further
discussed in the following ideation chapter.
5. IDEATION

In this chapter the ideation and initial design concepts are
outlined and discussed. Three ideas were evaluated by
presenting them to experts in the field, resulting in
consensus surrounding one idea, which was further
developed within this project. Prior to this, the author takes
stock of the project so far and defines the approach to the
ideation stage.
5.1 Ideation approach

Having set out being informed by Vines et al.’s [41]
findings there was a strong notion to design a tool that
supports the elaborate record keeping of people on low
income. With smartphones being an ideal platform for such
an information processing approach the project began with

a smartphone app review. However, the findings of the
exploratory second study lead to an unexpected destination
that challenged initial assumptions: the population
managing an extremely low income shows an even stronger
tendency towards physical tools and does not use notes to
keep track of their finances. Therefore, a solution that relies
on digital representations could actually be detrimental to
the population.
Additionally, only half the sample possessed a smartphone.
If we were to design an app for the current population, we
would be forcing behaviour on them that is not their own
using a platform they hardly use. It is also important to note
that being on a low income does not necessarily mean one
is less capable to manage their finances. In fact, participants
in the current study were content with the way they
managed their finances following strict priorities with
strong discipline. Assuming that because of their
circumstances they are simply less capable of managing
their finances would be a severe oversimplification and
could easily lead to inappropriate attempts of support.
The author agrees with the argument that practitioners need
to return to a place in which they do not impose technology
on people but design what they truly need – even if it is
low- or no-tech [4]. The optimal solution is to design
without instructing the population how to manage their
money but to empower them by supporting and building on
the strategies they already practice [44]. Making the right
tools available to support people’s own strategies and
encourage the development of new ones could support
financial capability. But in order to do so we need to return
to the question that is at the very core of HCI – how can we
design an intervention that supports this population in the
behaviour they already engage in? Perhaps the answer is
simply less technology than previously assumed. There
have been some voices within HCI that have propagated the
view that no-tech or low-tech designs are just as valid as a
computational technology approach [4].
Due to this approach the ideation stage of this project
considered a variety of concepts not limited to technology,
before arriving at one meaningful intervention. This process
is outlined in the following.
5.2 Ideation process

Three main ideas emerged from the findings of how people
on low income could be supported (A, B, C). Due to the
project’s time constraints not all could be pursued. In an
initial expert evaluation top-level accounts of all three ideas
were presented to three individuals experienced in the field
as volunteers and professionals. This aimed to determine
which would be most viable to pursue within the project.
Idea A received the least favourable feedback and was
therefore developed the least. Idea B made a strong positive
impact but the evaluation also raised a significant amount

of issues that would need to be addressed in order to be in a
position to propose it to Lambeth Council. Idea C received
strong positive feedback and was deemed the most viable
for implementation. Therefore, it was further iteratively
developed with a user and formative evaluation. The
following outlines the process in detail.
5.3 Idea A: Envelope bank account concept

The majority of the target population receives payments
fortnightly whilst needing to pay some bills monthly. This
leads to a mismatch between their financial cycle and their
typical financial month. The data further showed that users
aim to get fixed payments out of the way as early as they
can, making money as inaccessible as possible if it is
needed for a bill later on in the month. The motivation
behind this idea was to assist people in this strategy.
The first concept is a type of bank account that is based on
the “envelope system” in which money is allocated to
categories at the beginning of the financial cycle and put
into actual physical envelopes. Instead of using envelopes
this type of bank account allows the user to make one
payment for all fixed costs in a month. This is paid into a
form of bank account where payments such as direct debits
and standing orders are then dispensed from that account.
The user is left with an amount that is disposable for the
rest of their variable expenses, such as food.
5.3.1 Idea A expert evaluation

Initial evaluation revealed that such a system would require
a significant workforce to administrate and some privacy
concerns were raised. One of the experts working in the
CAP Debt Relief service [31] pointed out the difficulties of
setting up and controlling direct debits or standing orders
for
someone
else.
Further research also
showed that similar
concepts already exist
(CAP system), although
these are not very
accessible
to
the
population of this study.

developed beyond the initial stage. However, Lambeth
Council was made aware of the possibilities such a system
could provide for an extremely low-income population.
5.4 Idea B: Time banking meets food banking

The second idea addresses the theme that participants were
content with the way they managed their finances and that
they would simply need more money in order to improve
their situation. It further aims at alleviating the distress
experienced due to lack of a safety net and the
embarrassment of using the food bank.
As it is not possible for the council to increase people’s
income, one way of improving their situation is to enable
them to receive more food parcels. Currently, there are
limits to how many food parcels a person is allowed to
receive due to a lack of food donations (3 or 4 every six
months at Trussel Trust food banks). From conversations
with food bank managers the author learned that a major
issue is transportation. Donators often require food to be
picked up within a certain time frame and the food banks
simply do not have the means (i.e. vehicles and volunteers)
to do so. Here the food bank user gets involved by
collecting donations for the food bank. In return for their
work they are able to receive more food parcels. Over time,
receiving more food for free will allow building up a
financial safety net and relieve the distress of not being able
to cope with unexpected expenditure. Moreover, being
actively involved in the running of the food bank will make
users less embarrassed about relying on help and ultimately
empower them because they are running the service that
supports them.
The concept to enable this is a platform that bridges the gap
between three parties: potential donators, food banks and
food bank users. Potential donators sign up and can easily
“flag” food they want to donate for pickup, specifying a
time frame for the
transaction. Food bank
managers
receive
notifications based on a
defined area and can
“claim” these donations.
This
will
alert
volunteering users linked
to the food bank and they
can decide to take care of
transport on a case-bycase basis.

Although there is some
grounding in the data to
support the idea, other
findings also suggest it
Figure 6: initial Food/Time Bank concept diagram.
might not be a good fit
for the target population.
An overarching issue is
It would enable the mechanisms they use when managing
that there is no money directly involved: donations and
their finances but the prevalent distrust towards institutions
transportation need to be free of charge. Therefore, the
might lead to considerable resistance to this type of support
platform is based on a system of exchange that follows the
as they would need to relinquish control over their finances
example of the time banking concept: the more a user helps
to a significant degree. This would also not be in line with
run the food bank, the more food parcels they will be able
the goal of empowerment. Therefore, the idea was not
to receive. Time banking is a tool that can be facilitated to

organise a system of exchange without money [39]. In time
banks any person can offer their time and receive “time
dollars” for spending it on a task that helps another member
of the network. These credits can then be spent to receive
services from others. In this way an economy without
currency is created and credit is the time spent helping
others. All time and labour is equally valuable, which
creates a strong sense of community and furthers the
potential of empowerment [5]. The time bank concept has
been around for decades and a two-year report on time
banks in the UK identified strong potential for societal
change and including socially marginalised groups [33].
When designing a system in which goods need to be
transferred but money should not - or cannot - be involved
an approach based on time banking seems a good solution.
The current idea is the first to combine the time bank
concept with the charitable cause of food banks. In this it
represents a win-win-win situation for food outlets, food
banks and their users. The issue of high food waste by
retailers has recently been receiving strong media attention
in the UK [14, 34] and a new law in France prohibits
supermarkets to waste edible food [16]. Therefore, getting
involved in the food/time bank system could also carries the
potential to improve companies’ public image by reducing
their food waste - producing secondary financial gain.
Furthermore, donors might save waste costs if food is
picked up instead. The food banks would benefit as the
resulting increased supply of donations would lead to a
higher number of parcels that can be given out to any of
their users, not only those that help with transportation. The
users actively involved would benefit from a higher food
supply and higher self-esteem stemming from improving
their situation themselves. Therefore, the system could
improve the situation of all parties involved.
This concept is to some extent a product of what could be
called serendipity [22] as it is partly based on insights
gained due to the researcher’s exposure to the workings of
food banks during data gathering. It represents a novel
concept by combining a moneyless economic system with
that of a charitable cause.
5.4.1 Idea B expert evaluation

Although all three experts were in strong support of the
idea, the evaluation brought up a number of issues that
would need to be addressed in a lengthy development
process and made it an unlikely candidate to suggest to
Lambeth council within this project. Firstly, the food bank
often encounters insurance issues if volunteers transport
goods for them. Secondly, the Trussel Trust statute of
having to treat all clients the same would make it difficult
to allow some to receive additional food parcels, even if
they are collecting donations. A pilot would therefore need
to be conducted in a different setting. Thirdly, the food
banks operate with warehouses that would need to be
aligned with the process. The opening times allowing

deliveries are an issue. These issues are not insurmountable
but require a significant amount of time that this project did
not allow. Therefore the concept remains merely an idea to
be further developed independently.
5.5 Idea C: Feedback Piggybank

The findings showed that individuals on low income have a
strong tendency towards physicality - they prefer cash to
digital money and they prefer the use of jars to bank
accounts. Additionally, the majority of participants
expressed a deep-rooted distrust towards banks and only
about half actually possessed a bank account. These factors
led to the preference of keeping their money close to them.
Furthermore, all participants lack a safety net in form of
financial reserves. An unexpected expenditure not only
makes them vulnerable to not being able to afford food, it
also means constant worry about the future. Therefore, the
absence of any savings affects them in two ways.
An enhanced piggy bank is placed inside users’ homes and
collects small amounts of cash they wish to save towards
self-defined savings goals (e.g. £100 total) and purpose
(e.g. Christmas or child’s birthday). It presents the user with
a running total of how much they have saved and their
progress towards reaching their goal. This feedback aims to
motivate the user and make them feel in control of their
finances.
The piggybank can improve people’s situation by providing
them with an easy-to-use, accessible and motivational way
to save in order to build up a financial buffer. Slowly
building up a safety net will also alleviate distress felt due
to being exposed to the risk of not being able to buy food in
the case of an unexpected expenditure. It further aims to
make the user feel more in control of their situation by
providing a space to save that is in line with behaviour they
currently engage in – empowering them in the process.
5.5.1 Idea C expert evaluation

The initial evaluation produced positive feedback for the
piggybank concept. The experts praised the simplicity of
the idea, thought it would be a good fit with the target
population given their adversity to banks and that it would
provide good incentive to save and prevent debt in the longterm. Two experts that teach the CAP Money Course [30]
stated that it would work well with the CAP system as it is
also based on cash. However, in their opinion the
piggybank should only be given out with some advice on
how to set a realistic goal in order to ensure success. The
evaluation also provided positive feedback for the strong
visual aspect of the piggybank. In the experience of one of
the foodbank managers, literacy is a significant problem for
the user group, with her estimating that up to 50% cannot
read or write properly. The simple visual feedback creates a
positive experience when saving without users having to
read.

5.5.2 User evaluation

A storyboard evaluation (Figure 8) with ten foodbank users
was conducted to gather feedback from the actual target
group. Ten food bank users (6 female) were presented with
a storyboard depicting a savings scenario and the two initial
designs.
Opaque

practicality of it in that they could insert their spare change
after grocery shopping and also take it to one of the coin
sorting machines in their supermarket once it was full.
Interestingly, three users also recommended the same as the
experts, that the piggybank should come with a leaflet or
general advice on how to set realistic savings goals.
The conversations also reinforced the findings of the
interview study as some participants went into detail about
how they would use it on a typical day when they receive
their income: they would take all their money out in cash,
pay all their bills, complete their food shopping and take
stock of what is left. At this point the opportunity to save a
few coins in the piggybank was positively received.
1

2

3

4

Transparent

Figure 8: Storyboard for the Feedback Piggybank depicting a
typical use scenario

5.5.3 Summary and next steps
Figure 7: initial design sketches used in evaluations
(transparent vs. opaque)

All participants stated that they would like to save, even
just a little bit every week. The feedback for the idea was
overall very positive with 9 stating that they would use the
piggy bank if it were provided free of charge. Part of the
evaluation was investigating whether the main container
body should be transparent or opaque. Due to the strong
function of visible cash it could be tempting to access the
cash already saved. However, it could also be gratifying to
view the coins build up in the jar. Eight out of the ten users
preferred the opaque design because of that reason: they
could observe how the money accumulates in the jar.
P8: You can watch over it yourself and see it build up!
Moreover, they felt that the feedback from the LEDs on the
front would keep them informed of their progress and
motivate them to continue. Some also praised the simple

The digital piggybank represents an intervention that is
simple and viable and holds the potential to support users in
building up a safety net so that they are less likely to reach
a crisis in the future. It also helps them to feel better about
their situation by giving salient visible feedback about
progress that they have made towards an achievable savings
goal. Feedback on the design concept has been very
positive so far and the council has expressed a desire to trial
it in some of their advice centres or in partnership with
some of the food banks. These settings are suitable as it is
vital that the piggybank is deployed with some concurrent
advice on setting achievable savings goals.
The next step would involve the building of a mock-up or
low-fidelity prototype and evaluation of users’ interactions
with the device. Furthermore, the exact nature of feedback
still needs to be assessed. Users expressed appreciation for
the feedback showing progress. Therefore, a number of
different feedback modes conveying savings progress
should be trialled with the mock-ups and the design the
iteratively developed.

Following this, more sophisticated piggybank prototypes
should be given out to a limited number of users. As a
representative of the council already suggested, this could
be done within the frame of some of the council’s own
advice services (e.g. Money Champions [7]). The progress
of saving with this small set of users should be used to
assess the viability of a large-scale deployment in Lambeth
and their feedback used to inform further iterations of the
design.
6. CONCLUSION

This project represents a journey during which approaches
to support people on low income were explored. It
consisted of three stages: (1) evaluating and defining the
landscape of personal finance apps currently available; (2)
an explorative qualitative study into the behaviour and
emotions involved in managing a low income; and (3) an
ideation stage to devise a recommendation for Lambeth
Council’s Financial Resilience Strategy. The outcomes of
each part are closely examined in the respective discussion
sections.
In the first stage, the app review aimed to examine the
current landscape of personal finance apps and their
effectiveness and quality of support. It allowed the
identification of functions that are vital for sufficient
support and resulted in the categorisation of three distinct
types of apps that differ in the extent to which they support
financial management. This in itself is a contribution to the
body of knowledge with regards to technological tools for
personal finance and can be used to inform future
approaches to their design.
Based on previous research findings [41] the author’s initial
assumption was that a low-income population employing
sophisticated strategies would benefit from an information
technology approach. However, opportunity sampling for
the explorative interviews in the second stage actually
resulted in a population managing an extremely low
income. Consequently, the findings differed significantly
from previous research. Although similar patterns in terms
of participants’ need for awareness were found, the data
showed different mechanisms to achieve this: individuals
on an extremely low-income have a stronger need for
physicality and, therefore, use primarily cash. This is in line
with research that found a higher transparency of cash [35]
and that it functions as a form of memory [19]. It further is
in accord with their emotional state; their precarious
situations require them to keep money close in order to feel
that it is secure and there is a deep distrust towards banks.
Moreover, the system with which the current population
managed their finances is significantly more simplistic than
that of Vines et al.’s [41] population. This is likely due to
their lower margin of manoeuvre resulting from less
resources and absence of financial safety net.

The findings of Vines et al. [41] were therefore built on and
extended by another population previously not investigated
in this way. The difference in findings, point towards a
possible spectrum of behaviour that differs across levels of
income. Possibly, the smaller the income the greater the
need for confidence through awareness which physical
tools such as cash are able to provide to a greater extent.
The ideation stage represented a re-evaluation of approach
from an information technology perspective to an approach
that considers all types of supports that could support and
empower the target users. The proposed Feedback
Piggybank concept is as simplistic as the users’ financial
system and represents a meaningful intervention targeted at
real-world behaviour. It provides a space to build financial
resilience without imposing solutions on the users.
Limitations

This project had some inherent limitations due the
circumstances it was conducted in. The opportunity
sampling at the food banks led to a certain population on an
extremely low income that is experiencing a crisis.
Moreover, all participants lived in London, which has a
uniquely high cost of living compared to the rest of the UK.
Therefore, it is not certain that the findings extrapolate to
the population on extremely low income in general and
further replication in different settings is necessary.
Furthermore, the application of Grounded Theory is a skill
that many practitioners develop over a number of years.
This project represents the author’s first experience with
GT and, although learning progress was made, is unlikely
to be of the standard of a more experienced researcher.
Contributions and future directions

In terms of methodological contribution, the app review
facilitated the approach devised by Stawarz et al.’s [37] and
applied it to a different app area. This demonstrated a
successful replication of their approach and contributes to
the development of an app review methodology.
Considering there are many unscientific app reviews and
recommendations based on personal preferences available
from the general media, an empirical approach to assessing
such tools could be of benefit to future design
developments. The second study also supported the notion
that prompt cards are beneficial to address potentially
sensitive topics and make use of limited interview time
[29,41].
This project also represents a substantial investigation into
the support for financial capability of people with an
extremely low income. A qualitative account of how this
population manages their finances was developed and an
index of functions that current apps offer was devised.

In the wider context of designing financial tools for the
general population, the difference in findings between this
study and Vines et al.’s [41] indicate that the needs differ
across the level of income. Future research could
investigate a series of levels of income in order to ascertain
to what extent financial management behaviour varies
across the income spectrum. This could lead to possibilities
of tailoring financial tools for different incomes corresponding to their respective needs for physicality and
complexity of financial management system. Here we close
the circle to the initial app review as the categories it
defined could inform such a tailored approach, some might
require digital support from a budget tracker whilst others
would benefit from using a money planner. Others again
might benefit from a simple, physical solution that is
appropriate to their financial and emotional needs - such as
the Feedback Piggybank.
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11 APPENDIX 1: PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM

UCL DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY
AND LANGUAGE SCIENCES

Consent Form for Participants in Research Studies

Title of Project:

How do people think about their personal finances? Distributed
Cognition in Digital and Physical Financial Management

This study has been approved by the UCL Interaction Centre Ethics Chair
Project ID Number:

UCLIC/1516/011/MSc Furniss/Kastner

Participant’s Statement
I …………………………………………......................................
agree that I have
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

read the information sheet and/or the project has been explained to me orally;
had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss the study; and
received satisfactory answers to all my questions or have been advised of an individual to contact for
answers to pertinent questions about the research and my rights as a participant and whom to
contact in the event of a research-related injury.
I understand that my participation will be audio recorded, that the recordings will be transcribed and
then anonymised, and that the original recordings will be deleted after the project is complete.
I understand that the researcher may ask to take pictures of budgeting tools but he will not do so
without my permission.
I agree to be contacted in the future by UCL researchers who would like to invite me to participate in
follow-up studies.
I understand that the information I have submitted will be published as a report. Confidentiality and
anonymity will be maintained, and it will not be possible to identify me from any publications.
I understand that I am being paid for my assistance in this research and that some of my personal
details will be passed to UCL Finance for administration purposes.

I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study without penalty if I so wish, and I consent to the
processing of my personal information for the purposes of this study only and that it will not be used for any
other purpose. I understand that such information will be treated as strictly confidential and handled in
accordance with the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998.
Signed:

Date:

Investigator’s Statement
I ……………………………………………………………………..
confirm that I have carefully explained the purpose of the study to the participant and outlined any
reasonably foreseeable risks or benefits (where applicable).
Signed:

Date:

APPENDIX 2: PARTICIPANTS INFORMATION SHEET

UCL DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY
AND LANGUAGE SCIENCES

Information Sheet for Participants in Research Studies
You will be given a copy of this information sheet

Title of Project:

How do people think about their personal finances? Distributed
Cognition in Digital and Physical Financial Management

This study has been approved by the UCL Interaction Centre Ethics Chair.
Project ID Number:
Name, Address and Contact
Details of Investigators:

UCLIC/1516/011/MSc Furniss/Kastner
Principal Investigator:

Secondary Investigator:

Dr. Dominic Furniss
University College London
66 – 72 Gower Street
London, WC1E 6EA
United Kingdom
020 3108 7062
d.furniss@ucl.ac.uk

Oliver Kastner
University College London
66 – 72 Gower Street
London, WC1E 6EA
United Kingdom
07502 150302
oliver.kastner.15@ucl.ac.uk

We would like to invite you to participate in this research project. You should only participate if you want to;
choosing not to take part will not disadvantage you in any way. Before you decide whether you want to take
part, please read the following information carefully and discuss it with others if you wish. Ask us if there is
anything that is not clear or you would like more information.
In this project the way people think about money and how they plan financially is studied. From the insight
we are gaining, we hope to develop a way in which technology can support people on low income in a way
that is familiar to them. We will ask you questions about how you make decisions about money and what
help or tools you use in doing so. There will be questions about your personal finances, but you don’t need to
answer them if you don’t want to. You may decline to answer any questions at any time without providing a
reason. The interview process will take about 45 minutes and you will be reimbursed for your time with an £8
cash payment.
It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you choose not to participate, you won't incur any
penalties or lose any benefits to which you might have been entitled. However, if you do decide to take part,
you will be given this information sheet to keep and asked to sign a consent form. Even after agreeing to
take part, you can still withdraw at any time and without giving a reason.
All data will be collected and stored in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. Only UCL researchers
working with Dr. Dominic Furniss will analyse these data.

APPENDIX 3: INTERVIEW SCREENER

UCL DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY
AND LANGUAGE SCIENCES

Participant Number: _________
Please indicate the following:
Gender:

Male

Female

Age: ____
Household:
Single
Married/cohabiting
Number of children: ____
Please indicate your household’s disposable income per week (disposable income is what
you have available after paying regular costs such as rent and utility bills):
Less than £134 per week (single)
Less than £232 per week (couple)
Less than £180 per week (single with child)
Less than £325 per week (couple with child)
Does any of the following apply to you?
I earn less than £9.40 per hour.
I receive benefits (any type).
Do you own a smartphone?
Yes
No
All data will be collected and stored in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. Only
UCL researchers working with Dr. Dominic Furniss will analyse these data.

APPENDIX 4: INTERVIEW PROMPT CARDS
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